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Relax, unwind, get creative and enjoy coloring with My Besties from artist Sherri Baldy! Her Fun Big

Eyed Fairy Besties are great coloring for all ages, adults and children too. This Fairy Besties

collection is volume #3 from Sherri's My Besties illustrations. Color them all up yourself OR have a

coloring party and color with your Bestie Pals.... Sherri's Bestie images have been stamper's,

crafter's and scrapbooker's fans favorites from all over the world and are now available in coloring

books. You get *50* coloring pages each image is printed single~sided so you can frame or give

away your colorful Bestie creations. Most of all have FUN!
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I've just recently discovered Sherri Baldy and her sweet My Besties designs. She has a world-wide

following for these cute little girls and has recently released her first three coloring books. â€œFairy

Timeâ€• is the third in the series and has sweet designs of fairies. These little girls have gorgeous

big eyes and are lots of fun to color.I'm having a blast playing with my markers and coloring pencils

with these cute designs. What I appreciate about them is that they are project that I can finish

relatively quickly. I've been coloring a lot of detailed designs recently and it was fun and relaxing to

simply color an adorable little sprite with my markers and then shade it with my various pencils.Here

is what I found within this book:25 x 2 (50) My Besties Fairy DesignsPrinted on one side of the



pagePage is white, slightly rough, and is non-perforatedGlue BoundDesigns do not merge into the

bindingRoom enough to cut pages out if you wish to do soAlcohol and water-based markers bleed

through the pageGel pens and India ink pens leave color shadows on back of the pageColoring

pencils work well: soft lead lay down color, layer, and blend well; hard lead dent the back of the

page but lay down good color

The pictures are super cute.you get 25 pictures doubled for a total of 50. I like that feature so I can

color each picture two different ways or share one with my girls.They are printed on thin, white,

non-perforated paper.They are single sided.They are of a simple design with no background so you

can finish quickly.Great practice for skin and hairIf you use alcohol based markers like Copics,

Prismacolor art markers, Sharpies, or Bic Mark-Its they will bleed through so use printer paper

behind your work.Water based markers work well unless you have a heavy hand in which case

protect your work with printer paper behind itgel pens and pencils work great

Cute drawings but I'm tired of adult coloring books printed on thin paper. Seems like everyone is

jumping on the coloring book bandwagon without putting any effort into creating a quality coloring

book.

I just got the first 5 of Sherri Baldy's books yesterday so I haven't gotten to color in any yet but after

looking through each, I can honestly say I love them all. This one happens to be one of my favorites

though. There are 2 of each image & they are single-sided. The paper is about the same as most

books. The images are beautiful & adorable at the same time. Fun! I'll be buying the 2 I haven't

gotten & any others she releases.

Cute designs, wish there was more to them, like a background for each girl. Decent quaility paper

(suitable for markers), single-sided and non-perforated pages.Two sets of each design are included,

which makes non-perforated pages really annoying when you want to share half the book with

someone else.

Super cute, like the rest of the series from Sherri Ann Baldy. These make my heart melt:) You get

two of each images, so you can color it with two different mediums or with a family member/friend.

Just awesome!



Sherry's drawings are amazing! The cute little quirky faces of all the girls, makes you fall in love with

them! I love the fact that the book has 2 of every drawing, so you can change things around on the

next one!!

So Cute, the paper is so thin and even though you get two pictures of the same thing you can not

tear them out.Pictures are sweet and simple for those of us with attention problems and like to finish

fast will buy more very soon and will buy some for gifts.
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